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1. OBSAH A CÍL PRÁCE (stručná informace o práci, formulace cíle): 
In her thesis, Alena Raková examines the rising geopolitical significance of the Arctic, with              
special focus on the area of the Bering Strait. The goal of the thesis is to “affirm that the                   
geopolitical significance of the Bering Strait is increasing and will increase in the near future               
due to the global warming as it triggered all the changes which have a tremendous impact                
on the region” (p. 3). The paper examines the causes of the Bering Strait region´s rise, the                 
Strait´s characteristics, and the challenges and opportunities arising from the Strait´s           
increased strategic importance. Last but not least, the thesis assesses the major regional             
actors and their interests in the region.  
 
2. VĚCNÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (náročnost, tvůrčí přístup, argumentace, logická struktura,         

teoretické a metodologické ukotvení, práce s prameny a literaturou, vhodnost příloh           
apod.): 

The thesis is divided into three basic chapters. In the first chapter, the author describes the                
physical characteristics of the Bering Strait, i.e. the geographical area, history of exploration             
of the area, and the role of the native population. In the second chapter, the author analyzes                 
the key challenges and opportunities in developing the area of the Bering Strait. Here, the               
author looks in detail at the pros and cons brought about by climate change, economic and                
industrial development in the area and most importantly by increasing naval traffic, which             
brings pressure on the existing infrastructure. In the third chapter, the author looks at the               
key regional actors (i.e. U.S., Russia, Canada, Asian countries, and the Arctic Council) and              
analyzes their interests in the Bering Strait, their approach to the area and the challenges               
and opportunities that are recently opening up in their mutual cooperation.  
In her thesis, the author focuses particularly on the U.S. She observes that while the U.S. was                 
rather a reluctant player in the Arctic in the past, the Obama Administration now pays more                
attention to the region due to multiple reasons. First, the region is becoming more              
accessible, as global warming causes receding of ice. Therefore the area opens up to              
commercial shipping, which offers an interesting opportunity to shorten the shipping time            
for most of the global trading entities. Since the Bering Strait is a gateway to the Arctic, its                  
importance is obviously rising. Secondly, more maritime traffic brings a higher number of             
hazards – more shipping brings a higher risk of accidents, has negative impact on the local                
environment (including the local populations and sustainability of their living). Other           
problems identified by the author include lack of international law framework needed for             
operation and dispute-solving in the Strait as well as a lack of infrastructure. 
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The author draws supportive arguments from analysis of both primary sources           
(governmental documents) as well as secondary sources (academic articles, analyses etc.).           
The reader would most likely welcome more detailed maps of the region, as the author               
frequently refers to geographical locations which are not so commonly known.  
Some statements by the author raise questions. For example, on p. 16, the author concludes               
that during the Cold War, the “U.S. government considered Alaska and the Arctic area as one                
of the nation´s top priorities for its geo-strategic location…” This statement is not             
particularly clear – does this mean that Alaska was, say, equally strategically important as              
e.g. Europe? 
 
The arrangement of the thesis is logical, although the text would definitely merit from more               
redacting work in order to avoid repeating things already mentioned, frequent typos and             
syntax problems. Already the first paragraph of the Introduction on p. 1 includes two              
basically identical sections. In chapter 1.3, it is not clear how the description of native               
population ethnology and anthropology fits into the general framework of the thesis. In             
chapter 3.3, the author could elaborate more on the maritime border dispute in the              
Beaufort Sea and how it influences U.S.-Canadian cooperation. Most importantly, the thesis            
lacks any mention of methodology and overview of used literature.  
 
3. FORMÁLNÍ A JAZYKOVÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (jazykový projev, správnost citace a odkazůna            

literaturu, grafická úprava, formální náležitosti práce apod.): 
 
As already mentioned, the thesis would merit from a thorough proof-reading. The text             
contains too many typos, syntax flaws, irregularities, and inconsistencies: For example, Cold            
War is in some places written as “Cold War”, in other places as “Cold war”. On p. 20, the                   
author writes about a statement from 1935, referring to the statement as made “amidst              
war”, on p. 21, the author writes “clear is it will influence…” On p. 23, the author writes                  
about “a big decision” which was made, although it is not clearly explained, what the big                
decision was about. On p. 31, the author writes about “period maritime states”, although it               
is not sure what “period” means in this context. On p. 42, the author writes about president                 
Mevedev (sic)… On p. 45, we do not learn what the author has to say about the Russian                  
Federation’s Policy for the Arctic to 2020, as the sentence is incomplete. The list could go                
on. 
 
4. STRUČNÝ KOMENTÁŘHODNOTITELE (celkový dojem z bakalářské práce, silné a slabé            

stránky, originalita myšlenek, naplnění cíle apod.): 
Alena Raková has written an interesting thesis which deals with an attractive and rarely              
researched topic. Given the increasing importance of maritime shipping routes, the use of             
the Bering Strait and the Northern passage looms as an important topic in the U.S.-Russian               
relations, with input from other parties interested in this route, such as Japan, China, and               
Canada. However, I believe that the research question could have been much more             
profound, instead of only looking for an affirmation. Missing methodology and overview of             
literature also undermine the quality of the work. 
Alena Raková introduces the basic facts about the Bering Strait and provides a good              
explanation for its increasing importance. At the same time, I believe that her analysis could               
have gone a bit beyond examination of political statements and could have explored more in               
detail their practical impact. What concrete steps has the Obama Administration taken in             
the Bering Strait, beyond the strategies and concept papers produced by different            
governmental organizations? Are there any U.S.-Russia cooperative projects, or is there only            



a potential for them, as indicated on p. 30? On p. 44, prof. Kraska is cited as saying that the                    
“U.S.-Russian cooperation in the Bering Strait region is one of the best functioning between              
both states”. What is the evidence for this? How has the tension in the U.S.-Russia relations                
impacted the cooperation in the Bering Strait? How do Moscow and Washington deal with              
issues, such as territorial waters and EEZ in Bering Strait? 
 
5. SPOLUPRÁCE S VEDOUCÍM PRÁCE (komunikace s vedoucím práce, schopnost reflektovat         

připomínky, posun od původního záměru apod.) 
The author consulted her work, although more frequent consultations could have helped in             
avoiding some of the problems of the thesis.  
 
6. OTÁZKY A PŘIPOMÍNKY DOPORUČENÉ K BLIŽŠÍMU VYSVĚTLENÍ PŘI OBHAJOBĚ(jedna až            
tři): 

● Are there any territorial disputes within the Bering Strait? 
● How has the recent tension over Ukraine impacted the cooperation between the U.S.             

and Russia? Have sanctions influenced Russia´s approach to the Arctic? 
● Why has the U.S. rejected acceding to UNCLOS? 

 
7. DOPORUČENÍ / NEDOPORUČENÍ K OBHAJOBĚ A NAVRHOVANÁ ZNÁMKA 

(výborně, velmi dobře, dobře, nevyhověl):  
The thesis fulfills the requirements for Master´s theses and is recommended for defense. I              
propose grade very good to good, depending on the performance at the state exam.  
 
Datum: August 26. 2015 Podpis: Jana Sehnalkova 
 
 
 
Pozn.: Hodnocení pište k jednotlivým bodům, pokud nepíšete v textovém editoru, použijte při nedostatku místa zadní stranu 
nebo přiložený list. V hodnocení práce se pokuste oddělit ty její nedostatky, které jsou, podle vašeho mínění, obhajobou 
neodstranitelné (např. chybí kritické zhodnocení pramenů a literatury), od těch věcí, které student může dobrou obhajobou 
napravit; poměr těchto dvou položek berte prosím v úvahu při stanovení konečné známky. 


